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Live in the popular Greengate community.

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to Fifty5ive, a vibrant and
fast-paced community in the centre
of Salford and Manchester which is
perfect for those who want a life that
goes beyond the ordinary.
This is a quality, contemporary building minutes from everything
that both cities have to offer which is designed to surpass high
expectations – the perfect work-hard-play-hard home in the city
centre. Fifty5ive is far more than a place to rest your head, it is the
ideal modern home where the extraordinary comes as standard.

Upgrade your Netflix experience.

THE APARTMENTS

Each and every apartment
at Fifty5ive has been
conceived and built to
reflect how you want to
live. Bespoke designs and a
commitment to the highest
quality set these homes
apart from the competition.
The needs of the resident are at the heart of
each home. Open plan layouts, floor to ceiling
windows and thoughtfully-designed lighting
schemes offer a living environment where health
and wellbeing come first.
All fixtures, fittings and furnishings are carefully
selected by our expert interior design team
to create a sophisticated, stylish home which
inspires, excites and works seamlessly. Every
feature has been maximised so that the final
apartment is more than the sum of its parts.

AMENITIES

It’s not just the apartments at Fifty5ive
which exceed expectations – the amenities
are just as good, providing the sort of fivestar living experience that turns a home
into a real community.

The state-of-the-art private gymnasium is fully-equipped with
the sort of high-end kit that puts a regular high street gym
to shame. Open to residents 24 hours a day, it’s perfect for
people who value the health of their body and mind.
For those who prefer to spend their spare time in a calmer
fashion, the communal areas are perfect for you. Whether it’s
the roof terrace which provides stunning, unique views over
the city or the communal break out areas inside, you’ll be able
to find the perfect relaxation spot you never knew you were
missing at Fifty5ive.
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MANCHESTER

Manchester’s rise has been
remarkable. This is a world-class
city which is growing more rapidly
than any of its peers. Named as the
UK’s most liveable city year after
year by the Economist, and with
a booming population to suit, it’s
easy to see why Manchester is at
the very top of the list for investors
from all over the world.
The city centre in particular has turned into something truly
special. Its economy is estimated to be worth more than £6bn
a year by 2025, a figure far higher than the national average.
Furthermore, the City Council has projected that 5,000 extra
people are moving to the city centre each year.
Manchester’s skyline has changed beyond recognition in
recent years as the city enters its new era as an international
city ready to change the world again. There has never been a
better time to invest in city centre property and make the most
of this boom.
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SALFORD & MEDIACITYUK

Neighbouring Manchester, the
city of Salford is a powerhouse in
its own right, growing at a rapid
pace and playing host to some
of the country’s most impressive
business and cultural landmarks.
Salford’s remarkable progress is centred around MediaCityUK,
Europe’s largest purpose-built media hub and home to
the BBC, ITV and hundreds of other smaller, specialised
technology and communications companies.
The latest TechNation industry report shows that investment
into this sector has increased by 277% in Greater Manchester
since 2018. Salford is at the forefront of this tech revolution,
bringing thousands of high quality jobs with it and pushing
house prices and rents up.
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THE DEVELOPMENT TEAM
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Ingersley Crescent, a collection of 12 new-build homes in the

The elegant 40 storey tower, designed by internationally

Local Crescent is a unique community comprising 399

Burlington Square is a new, high quality residential scheme.

heart of Bollington, Cheshire. Recently named “The best place

renowned Simpson Haugh Architects, will feature high

apartments and seven townhouses spread across three

The development comprises of 273 apartments over 9 storeys

to live in the North-west” by the Sunday Times.

quality one, two-bedroom apartments and will benefit from

distinct towers with uniquely striking façades. Heated

with ground floor communal facilities, commercial units and

extraordinary views across the city centre skyline.

swimming pool, cinema room, yoga studio, gym, laundrette,

rooftop communal areas.

courtyard gardens, coffee shop, solarium, sauna & spa.
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A modern conversion in the business district of N.O.M.A.

Opulent one-bedroom apartments have been created with

Local Blackfriars is a gated community comprising 380

Astley Point will be a high-quality development including new

A key part of Manchester’s history is this Grade II-listed

comfort in mind. The open-plan living area is complemented

apartments, townhouses and penthouses across two striking

homes and restaurant entertainment destination all set in

building, which is now reborn as The Press. Comprising 66

by floor-to-ceiling windows overlooking the rustic streets of

towers. These are architecturally blended into a Grade II-

beautifully landscaped surroundings. Twenty Eight stunning

New York-style apartments, The Press blends thoughtful

The Northern Quarter.

listed former public house – the Black Friar – which has been

houses and apartments set in beautiful landscaped gardens.

design and premium materials, with a wealth of original
features.

repurposed as a gateway entrance.
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Salboy gives notice to anyone who may read these particulars as follows: 1. These particulars are prepared for the guidance only of prospective purchasers. They are intended to give a fair overall description
of the property but are not intended to constitute part of an offer or contract. 2. Any information contained herein (whether in the text, plans or photographs) is given in good faith but should not be relied

upon as being a statement or representation of fact. 3. Nothing in these particulars shall be deemed to be a statement that the property is in good condition or otherwise nor that any services or facilities are
in good working order. 4 The photographs appearing in this brochure show only certain parts and aspects of the property at the time when the photographs were taken. Certain aspects may have changed

since the photographs were taken and it should not be assumed that the property remains precisely as displayed in the photographs. Furthermore no assumptions should be made in respect of parts of the

property which are not shown in the photographs. 5. Any areas, measurements or distances referred to herein are approximate only. 6. Where there is reference in these particulars to the fact that alterations

have been carried out or that a particular use is made of any part of the property this is not intended to be a statement that any necessary planning, building regulations or other consents have been obtained

and these matters must be verified by any intending purchaser. 7. Descriptions of a property are inevitably subjective and the descriptions contained herein are used in good faith as an opinion and not by way
of statement of fact. Published Oct 2020 V2, Anothermark.com.

